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Abstract 
The basic technique in A. Joyal’s and M. Tierney’s work on “An extension of the Galois 
theory of Grothendieck” is descent theory for morphisms of locales (in a topos). They 
showed that open surjections are effective descent morphisms in the category of locales. I. 
Moerdijk gave an axiomatic proof of this result which shows that the same result holds true 
also in the category Top of topological spaces. G. Janelidze and W. Tholen proved that 
every locally sectionable map in Top is an effective descent morphism, and that effective 
descent morphisms are universal quotient maps in Top. In this paper, we give 
l a complete characterization of effective descent maps in Top, 
l an example of a universal quotient map in Top which is not an effective descent 
morphism. 
This is done by first transfering the problem into a friendlier environment than Top, 
namely into the topological quasitopos hull of Top, the category of pseudotopological 
spaces. Here effective descent morphisms are simply quotient maps. Although the notion of 
effective descent morphism depends on the category, it is possible to reinterpret the 
pseudotopological characterization in purely topological terms, under extensive use of filter 
theory. 
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1. Background and summary of results 
In analogy to results in commutative algebra, Joyal and Tierney [12] proved that 
open surjections in the category of locales (with the set-theoretic environment 
provided by an arbitrary elementary topos) are effective descent morphisms in the 
sense of Grothendieck 181. Moerdijk [16] gave an easily accessible and axiomatic 
account of that result. We briefly recall it here in even more simplified form, 
pointing to the fact that it is a monadicity criterion. Consequently, descent is 
treated here exclusively from the “monadic” point of view, first in geometric terms 
and then more abstractly. (See also BCnabou and Roubaud [l] and Janelidze [lo].) 
1.1. Descent data in Top 
Let p : E --f B be a continuous map of topological spaces. Descent data for a 
map y : C -+ E (relative to p> are given by a natural choice of continuous maps 
Naturality of choice means that the conditions 
5,,, = id and 5,~,,~~ .5,,,~ = t,,,rl (+> 
must hold (so that, in particular, each t,,, , is a homeomorphism), and that the map 
.$:ExBC+C 
(x’, z) am,,,, with x= y(z) 
is continuous. (Here E X, C is the fibred product {(x’, z) E E X C: p(x’) = 
p(y(z))}.) 5 is then a map over E, in the sense that it makes the diagram 
Ex,C-C 
Ye/ 
Y (1) 
E 
commute. Furthermore, conditions (+ ) translate into commutativity conditions for 
the diagrams 
E X, E X, C 
lEXL3 5 
-Eq,C 
x13 5 
5 
EX,C-C 
(2) 
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1.2. Effective descent rnorphisms 
In an arbitrary finitely complete category ‘Z’, descent data for y : C + E (with 
respect to p : E + B) are given by a morphism 5 : E X, C + C such that diagrams 
(1) and (2) commute. For a given p, one forms the category Des(p) of descent data 
with respect to p: if (C, y; 0, (C’, y’; 5’) are %?‘-objects over E equipped with 
descent data, then a morphism 
h:(C, y; <> + (C’, y’; 5’) 
is a ‘iZ’-morphism h : C + C’ over E (so that y’ . h = y) which commutes with the 
descent data: 
E x, C 
lE% h 
- E x, C” 
I I 
5 I 1 5’ h c- C” 
There is a comparison functor 
K : g/B + Des(p) 
which assigns to an object (A, (Y : A + B) over B the object (E X, A, r,) over E 
and provides the latter with its canonical descent structure ri3 : E X, E X, A + 
Ex, A. 
p is called a descent morphism if K is full and faithful, and p is an effective 
descent morphism if K is an equivalence of categories. 
1.3. Translation of (effective) descent into the language of monads 
The change-of-base functor p* : %7/B -+ g/E, (A, a) e (E X, A, rTT1) has a left 
adjoint p! : ‘29/E + %9/B, (C, y> e (C, p. y). The units of this adjunction are given 
as 
~(c,~) = (Y, 1,): (C, r) + (E X, C, r,>, 
and the counits as 
&(A, a) = 35-2 :(ExB A, p.~,) +(A, cy). 
Let r be the induced monad. Descent data 5 for y is nothing but a r-algebra 
structure of (C, y), and the category Des(p) is simply the Eilenberg-Moore 
category over 55/E. Hence p is a descent morphism iff p* is premonadic (in the 
sense of [11,13,19]), and p is an effective descent morphism iff p* is monadic. 
1.4. Applying Beck’s Monadic&y Theorem to p* 
Let d be a class of morphisms of the finitely complete category S? such that 
(I) d contains all isomorphisms and is closed under composition with isomor- 
phisms, 
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(II) every morphism in B is a regular epimorphism in $?, 
(III) 8 is stable under pullback, 
(IV) the coequalizer of a parallel pair of @-maps exists inf ‘i??‘, and is stable 
under pullback alcng @-maps. 
The last property means that if A ZA’ + Q is a coequalizer diagram over B, 
then 
Ex, A---_tEx, A’- E X, Q 
is a coequalizer diagram over E, for any map E + B in 8. 
Theorem (Joyal, Tierney and Moerdijk). Under conditions (II), (III), every H-map is 
a descent morphism; it is an effective descent morphism if conditions (IHIV) hold. 
Proof. As for every adjunction, the comparison functor K of Section 1.2 is full and 
faithful if and only if the counits Fan, a) of Section 1.3 are regular epimorphisms 
(cf. [11,131X But for p E b, this is obvious since E(~, a) = rrTTz is a pullback of p, 
hence by (II) and (III), n-z is a regular epimorphism. (Note that ‘Z/B --f g 
preserves and reflects regular epimorphism.) 
We first assure ourselves of the existence of a left adjoint L i K. In fact, for 
(C, y; 5) E Des(p), the coequalizer diagram 
Ex,C&C LQ 
r2 
exists in ‘Z? by (IV) since both rZ and 5 belong to b: in order to show 5 E B one 
writes 5 as a composite 
Ex,C m Ex,C z C 
and applies (I) since i = (ya,, 5) is an isomorphism (with i-’ = i, see the proof of 
2.4 in [9]>. Q becomes an object over B by a uniquely determined map S : Q + B 
with 6. q =p * y. Now L(C, y; 5) = <Q, 81, and the unit of the adjunction 
K(C, 5) : (C, Y; t> +K(Q, 6) 
is given by K = ( y, q > : C - E X, Q. It suffices to show that K is an isomorphism in 
order to obtain that K is an equivalence of categories. But from (the proof of) 
Beck’s Monadicity Theorem (cf. I1511 one knows that K is an isomorphism if and 
only if the functor p* preserves the coequalizer diagram above, and this is 
guaranteed by (IV). q 
1.5. Some classes of effective descent maps in Top 
The Theorem can be used to show the Joyal-Tierney result [12] that open 
surjections in the category of locales are effective descent morphisms (see [161). It 
also implies: 
Corollary 1.1. Open surjections are effective descent maps in the category Top of 
topological spaces. 
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Proof (Moerdijk). Open surjections are quotient maps and 
Condition (IV) of Section 1.4 holds since, if 
X+$YLZ 
stable under pullback. 
is a coequalizer diagram in Top with open surjections f, g, 
surjection. 0 
then also h is an open 
The result of the previous corollary was independently proved by Sobral (see 
[18]). Moerdijk gave another application of the Theorem (private communication 
[17]; checking property (IV) requires some work): 
Corollary 1.2. Proper surjections are effective descent maps in Top. 
Recall that a map f: X+ Y in Top is proper [3] if it is stably closed, i.e., 
fXl,:XxZ-+YxZisaclosedmapforallZ~Top. 
In [ll], another important class of maps in Top which are effective descent maps 
was identified: locally sectionable maps p : E --j B (i.e., maps with the property that 
for every b E B there is a neighbourhood U in B such that the restriction 
p_llJ -+ U has a section). In particular, surjective local homeomorphisms and 
covering maps are effective descent maps. 
However, no exact characterization of effective descent maps in Top was given. 
Also, the problem whether effective descent is really stronger than descent in Top 
was left open. In the remainder of this section we sketch the idea of how to solve 
both problems. A detailed presentation of the solution follows in Sections 2-4. 
1.6. Change of environment from Top to PsTop 
The descent morphisms of a finitely complete category %? are exactly the regular 
epimolphisms which are stable under pullback, that is for ‘Z = Top, the universal 
quotient maps (see [ll]; this is what is actually shown by the first part of the proof 
of the Theorem of Section 1.4). In case E’ is locally Cartesian closed, regular 
epimorphisms are always stable under pullback; moreover, the pullback functor p* 
(as a left adjoint) preserves coequalizers (for every morphism p), hence conditions 
@-(IV) hold for B = {regular epimorphisms}. For future reference we can there- 
fore state: 
Corollary 1.3. The following statements are equivalent for a morphism p in a locally 
Cartesian closed category with coequalizers : 
(i) p is a regular epimorphism, 
(ii) p is a descent morphism, 
(iii) p is an effective descent morphism. 
Our strategy is therefore to embed Top “nicely” into a locally Cartesian closed 
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category E’ such that effective descent morphisms in Top can be topologically 
described in the friendlier environment %?. As for the choice of g’, we are guided 
by the topological characterization of universal quotient maps (i.e., of descent 
maps) p: E -B in Top which can be stated as follows: 
for every filter 7 and every adherence point b of F in B, there is a point 
XEP -‘b which is an adherence point of the filter base p-‘F. 
This condition is equivalent to the Day-Kelly condition [6] quoted in [ll]. In the 
larger category PsTop of pseudotopological spaces (cf. [2,5,9]) it characterizes 
precisely the quotient maps, as was first shown by Kent [14]. Since PsTop is locally 
Cartesian closed (in fact: the topological quasitopos hull of Top), we choose it as 
our “friendly environment”. A precise account of that category as needed in this 
paper is given in Section 2. At this point, we just need to know that Top is 
(bijrefzectively embedded into the locally Cartesian closed category PsTop, and that 
universal quotient maps of Top are quotient maps in PsTop. 
1.7. A formal criterion for effective descent maps of Top 
For a map p : E + B in Top, we consider the diagram 
Top/B ----%. Des Top(P) 
I 
PsTop/B K 
I 
- Des PsTop( p) 
(4) 
The comparison functor K (w.r.t. Top) is a restriction of the comparison functor J? 
(w.r.t. PsTop) since pullbacks are preserved by Top --f PsTop; hence (4) commutes. 
Proposition 1.4. A descent map p : E -+ B in Top is an effective descent map in Top 
if and only if for every pullback diagram 
Ex,ALA (5) 
E-B 
in PsTop, E X, A E Top implies A E Top. 
Proof. If p is an effective descent map in Top, hence a descent map in Top, then it 
is a quotient map in PsTop and therefore effective descent in PsTop (Corollary 
1.3). Consequently, both K and i of (4) are equivalences of categories. Hence, if 
E X, A E Top, that is l?(A, a) E Des.,,,(p), one has (A’, (~‘1 E Top/B with 
$?( A, (w) = K( A’, a’) = k( A’, a’). Therefore, (A, a) = (A’, a’) and A E Top. 
Vice versa, let the stated criterion hold for the descent map p of Top. Then K 
is full and faithful, so we just need to show that it is surjective on objects up to 
isomorphism. Since p is an effective descent map of PsTop, so that l? is an 
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equivalence of categories, for (C, y; 5) E Des..,(p) there is (A, a> E PsTop/B 
with K(A, cu) = (C, y; 5). Hence E X, A = C E Top, and one has A E Top by 
hypothesis. Therefore, K(A, a> = (C, a; 5). •I 
Proposition 1.4 will be used to exhibit an example of a noneffective descent map 
in Top: see Section 3. It is also the basis for the main result of the paper: 
1.8. Topological characterization of effective descent maps in Top 
Theorem 1.5. A surjectiue map p : E + B in Top is an effective descent morphism of 
Top if and only if the following conditions holds: 
( * > for every family of ultrafilters 5 converging to bi E B, i E I, if the bi comerge 
to b with respect to an ultrafilter Z! on Z (as defined in Section 2.3 below), then 
there is an ultrafilter Zr on E converging to a point x E p-lb such that 
UA,EW 
it.CJ 
for all U E %‘, with Ai =p’-‘bi n adh(p-‘5$) for i E I. 
Here adh(p-‘5) is the set of adherence 
proof will be given in Section 4. We shall 
immediate consequence of this theorem. 
points of the filterbase p ~ ‘5$. The 
also show that Corollary 1.2 is an 
E 
P 
- B 
We may refer to the data in B on the right-hand side as a crest of ultrafilters in 
B converging to b, and to Y” with U ,,c,Ai~~forallU~~asaliftingalongp 
of this crest. With this terminology, condition (*I reads as follows: 
(*> every crest of ultrafilters in B converging to b has a lifting along p which 
converges to some x up-‘b. 
2. Pseudotopological spaces 
In what follows we recall some known facts on pseudotopological spaces and 
give a convenient characterization of topological spaces in PsTop. 
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2.1. The category PsTop 
A pseudotopology q on a set X is a map assigning to each x E X a set q(x) of 
filters on X such that, when writing 9+x for 9~ q(x), one has 
(1) i --+x, with 1 the principal ultrafilter generated by Ix}; 
(2) if s”+x and Z?zsT, then .K+x; 
(3) if, for a filter 9, one has Z! - x for every ultrafilter Z 2 F, then F + x. 
Hence, by (2) and (31, 9 + x holds if and only if Z! + x for every ultrafilter Z! 2 5 
Maps f : (X, q) + (Y, r) of pseudotopological spaces must preserve convergence, 
i.e., 
9--+X - fF-)f(X) 
holds (with fF the filter generated by (f(F) 1 FE F}>. Thus we obtain the 
category PsTop in which Top is fully embedded: for a topological space X and 
every x EX, q(x) is the set of filters converging to x with respect to the given 
topology. Our first goal is to describe conveniently topological spaces as objects of 
PsTop (see Section 2.3). 
2.2. The subcategory PrTop 
In trying to recapture topological notions from a pseudotopology q on a set X, 
one defines the closure of A CX by 
clA={x1(3filter~onX)(~~xandA~S)}. (a) 
Then 
fl =cl@, A CC1 A, cl(AuB)=clAuclB, (b) 
but cl is not necessarily idempotent. For a map f : X+ Y in PsTop, one has 
f(clA) Gdf(A). (c) 
A pair (X, cl) such that ~1:2~+ 2x satisfies (b) is also called a pretopological 
space (cf. [4]). Together with (c), this defines the category PrTop. Then (a) gives a 
functor R : PsTop + PrTop. 
Vice versa, starting with a pretopology cl on a set X, one defines the neighbour- 
hood filter of x E X by 
v,=[u~xlx~cl(x\U)} 
and then a pseudotopology q’ on X by 
4) 
9--x = kq;r. (d) 
This way PrTop is fully and bireflectively embedded into PsTop, with reflect;r R. 
The bireflection id : (X, q) --+ (X, q’) is an isomorphism if and only if 7X -x 
for every x E X. Since for every pseudotopology q with induced pretopology cl one 
has 
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this condition can be described without reference to cl by 
(Note that, in the presence of (21, property (e) implies (3) of Section 2.1). 
61 
(e> 
2.3. The subcategory Top 
By Section 2.2 the full embedding Top + PsTop is decomposed by bireflective 
embeddings Top + PrTop + PsTop. Note that a pretopological space (X, cl) is 
topological if and only if cl is idempotent. Hence a pseudotopological space (X, q) 
is topological if and only if(e) holds and the induced pretopology cl is idempotent. 
Now we can prove: 
Proposition 2.1. A pseudotopological space X is topological if and only if the 
following condition holds : 
(Top) For every family of ultrafilters 5 (i E I) on X and every ultrafilter $Y on I, 
whenever q --+ xi in Xfor every i E I and (xi> z x in X, then 2&T.) + x 
in X. 
Here (xi) - e x means 4% +x for 4 : I -+X with 4(i) =xi, i E I; note that 
4% is an ultrafilter if ZY is an ultrafilter. Z,(q) denotes the filter U U t g 17 it uq 
which is given by the sets 
it is an ultrafilter on X if % and all 3 are ultrafilters. 
Proof. Let first X be topological. Then for every open neighbourhood W of x 
there is U E % with xi E W for all i E U if (xi) Ax. Furthermore, if 6 +xi, 
also WE L%$ for every i E U. Therefore WE JJS$Ti). Hence (Top) holds, even 
when Z and the 5 are just filters. 
Vice versa, if (Top) holds, condition (e> of Section 2.2 holds. In fact, for x E X 
let f3 I i E I} be the family of all ultrafilters converging to xi :=x; it then suffices 
to show that every ultrafilter 9 2 ni E, 5$ converges to x as well. For G E 9, the 
set IG = (i E I I G E 51 is not empty since, otherwise, X\G E 5$ for all i E I, and 
therefore X\G E ZY’, a contradiction. Furthermore, I, n H = IG n IH (G, H E 27). 
Therefore, the sets I, (G E 5) form a filter base which can be refined to an 
ultrafilter % on I with 1, E ‘ZY for all G E 57. Now it suffices to show Z,(5) = ~9’. 
Indeed for G E 57, with F, := G for all i E ZG, one has G = U i ~ l,Fi E J&(T); and 
this proves the claim since Z? is an ultrafilter. 
Next we must show cl(c1 A) = cl A for A cX, with cl given by (a) of Section 2.2. 
This amounts to showing that, if 9 +x for a filter 9 on X with cl A E 9, then 
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there is a filter g on X with F +x and A E 57. Indeed, for every a E cl A, we can 
choose an ultrafilter Fa with Fa + a and A E 2$ Then, with F?/ an ultrafilter on 
cl A such that F f~ cl A E 22 for all FE 9-, one obtains from (Top) that g := 
s,(F=) converges to x, and A E 257. 0 
We note that the proposition remains valid when in (Top) all ultrafilters are just 
filters. A condition similar to (Top) was given by Grimeisen (see [7, Satz 193) to 
characterize the topological spaces among the pretopological ones. 
2.4. PsTop as a quasitopos 
We refer to [2,9] for proofs of the fact that PsTop is the topological quasitopos 
hull of Top. In what follows, we actually need to know only the following three 
ingredients to this result: 
l PsTop is locally Cartesian closed (no knowledge of proofs will be required). 
l ZnitiuE structures are formed as follows: for maps fi : X -+ q::, i E I, with each y 
carrying a pseudotopology, one defines the weak pseudotopology on X by 
9-x - Vi EZ: fiF*fi(x). 
Note that it suffices to consider an ultrafilter F in this condition. In particular, 
for a pullback diagram (5) of Section 1.7 in PsTop one has: 
F-+ (x, a) in E X, A w 7.r13+x in E and r,F+a in A. 
l A surjective map p : E + B in PsTop is a quotient map if and only if the 
following equivalent conditions hold: 
(i) for every ultrafilter FY on B converging to b, there is an ultrafilter 7 on E 
converging to some x E p- ‘b with p?~= 2~‘; 
(ii> for every filter 9 on B and every 
bEadhF:={aEBIg+a forsomeultrafilter ‘%!zF}, 
p-lb n a$h(p-‘F) is not empty (see Section 1.6); 
(iii) if (bi) -b in B with respect to an ultrafilter ?Y on I, then there is an 
ultrafilter 7 on E converging to some x up-‘b with 
Up-‘big7 
for all U E %!. 
3. A noneffective descent map in Top 
We shall define a quotient map p : E -j B in PsTop, use Proposition 2.1 to 
observe that E and B are in fact topological so that p is a descent map in Top by 
Sections 1.6 and 2.4, and finally apply Proposition 1.4 in order to see that p is not 
an effective descent map in Top. 
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3.1. Defining the descent map p 
Let I and Bi (i E I) be pairwise disjoint infinite sets and let 
B= UBi uZu{m} 
( 1 iEl 
with a new point w. We choose arbitrary ultrafilters Z! and J?$ on B with I E ZY 
and Bi E 6 (i E I). Define a pseudotopology on B such that the only nontrivial 
ultrafilter convergence conditions in B are 
(1) 6 + i for all i E I, 
(2) %+m, 
(3) Z:,,(T) -+ ~0, with %!_, the restriction of ?Y to I. 
Let E = B(l) U BC2) U BC3) be the disjoint union of three copies of the set B, but let 
only (1) hold on B”‘, only (2) on BC2), and only (3) on BC3). 
Clearly, both E and B are topological spaces (by Proposition 2.1), and the map 
p : E + B which is the identity map on each summand is continuous. By (i) in 
Section 2.4, p is a quotient map in PsTop, hence a descent map of Top. 
3.2. p is not effective 
Let B’ the pseudotoplogical space with the same underlying set as B and 
convergence conditions (1) and (2), but we drop condition (3) of Section 3.1; hence 
B’ is not topological. Similarly, let E’ be the pseudotopological space with the 
same underlying set as E, but condition (3) of Section 3.1 is dropped; unlike B’, E’ 
is topological. The diagram 
P"P 
E’-B’ 
id, 
I 1 
id, 
P 
E-B 
(6) 
represents a pullback in PsTop since the only nontrivial filters converging in E’ are 
those whose images under id, and p’ converge in E and B’ respectively. 
Therefore, by Proposition 1.4, p : E + B is not an effective descent map in Top. 
3.3. Remark on the spaces involved 
We note that the topological spaces E and B are Hausdorff, zero-dimensional 
and paracompact, provided that the ultrafilters % and 5 of Section 3.1 are chosen 
free. 
4. Proof of the characterization theorem 
4.1. Two key lemmas 
A surjective map p : E + B in PsTop is called a *-quotient map if and only if p 
satisfies condition ( * ) of Theorem 1.5. We first observe that such a map is indeed 
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a quotient map in PsTop: in checking (i) of Section 2.4, let %/-, b for an ultrafilter 
yz/ on B; with I = B and 9a = H for all a E B, we obtain an ultrafilter ? on E 
with 77-+ x for some x E p -‘b and (in the terminology of (* )) 
p-lU= U p-la = U A, 
acu a=u 
belonging to 7 for all U E %, hence pY= % by maximality of Z!. 
Next we remark that, in the general set-up of condition ( * ), each of the sets 
Ai =pp’bi n adh( p-l%) 
is not empty, by (ii) in Section 2.4. 
Lemma 4.1. If, for a * -quotient map p : E += B in PsTop, E is topological, then B is 
topological. 
Proof. We must check that condition (Top) of Proposition 2.1 holds for B when it 
holds for E. Hence we considE converging ultrafilters 5 + bi on B (i E I) and an 
ultrafilter aC in I with (bi) -b and obtain a converging ultrafilter “t+ x on E 
as in (*) of Theorem 1.5. Let %X y be the filter on I X E with filterbase 
{U x I/ I U E ‘22, VE V}. Then, with yi,, := e for all (i, e) E I x E, we have 
(Yi,,) zx 
since V+ x and rr,(% x V) 2 Y (for rrz : Z X E + E the projection). 
For each (i, e) E I X E we may choose an ultrafilter <F,, on E with 9& + e; in 
case e E A, we can choose &,, such that pF& = &, and if e e Ai we simply take 
5,, := t. Since E satisfies (Top), we conclude 
c (%,A -+x. 
Z!XM 
Since p is continuous, in order to obtain that Z,(q) converges to b =p(x>, it 
suffices to show 
P(I,FI(T,J) c y3. 
But a basic set of the left-hand side is of the form 
P ( u 6.e) 
(i,e)t ux v 
with U E Z, I/E 7 and Fi,, E T,,. We may restrict ourselves to the case I/C 
Ui ~ I Ai since the latter set belongs to V. Similarly, we may assume U G {i E I I 
VnA, # @I. Hence, for every i E U one can choose e E VnA,; then p(&,,> E 
pq,,=%, thus U,ty-P (Fi,,> E q for all i E U. Therefore 
q 
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Lemma 4.2. * -quotient maps in PsTop are stable under pullback. 
Proof. Given a pullback diagram 
D&A 
s I I a 
EP‘B 
(7) 
in PsTop with a *-quotient map p, we must show that also q satisfies condition 
(*) ofzheorem 1.5. To this end, we consider converging ultrafilters 2!Fi + ai and 
(ai> -a in A, and we must find a converging ultrafilter W-+ y in D with 
y Eq-‘a and 
UCi~wfor UE% and Ci=q-‘ainadh(q-‘?Yi). 
iell 
Let 3 := agi, bi = cu(ai) for i E Z and b = a(a). Then one has 
and (bi) -b in B and obtains a converging ultrafilter 
x Ep-‘b and 
UAi~Vfor UE%! and Ai=p-‘b,nadh(p-‘3). 
iEU 
5 + bi for all i E Z 
7-x in E with 
We remark that, by the set-theoretic construction of D, one has 6(q-‘S) = 
p-‘a(S) for every subset S GA. (This is known as the Beck-Chevalley Property.) 
Consequently, for every i E I, 
6(q-‘g) =p-‘((-uFi) =p-1%. 
Since (Y is the composite of a surjective map followed by a subspace embedding, 
we may distinguish between two cases. 
Case 1: (Y is the inclusion map of a subspace A of B. 
Then 6 is the inclusion map of the subspace D =p-!A of E, and q is the 
restriction of p. D belongs to the ultrafilter z/ since ?Y contains lJj,, Ai L 
IJi cIp-lbi GP-!A = D. Hence there is an ultrafilter W on D with 6W= 7. 
Since D carries the initial structure with respect to 6 : D 3 A, one has 227-x in 
D. By similar arguments one checks that, for each i E I, 
adh( q-‘gi) = D f~ adh( p-l%). 
Hence 
UCj= UDnAi=Dn UAi=w 
iEU itU iElJ 
for all U E 2Y. This completes the proof in Case 1. 
Case 2: (Y is surjective, hence also 6 is surjective. 
We first show that, for every i E I, S(Ci) =Aj. In fact, for every i E Z one has 
S(Ci) G6(qP1ai) ns(adh(q-12F~)) 
~p-la(a~) n adh(6q-‘Fi) =Ai. 
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Conversely, let z EAR, so that there is an ultrafilter X’ on E with Z + z and 
Z? zp-‘%. Then 6-‘H f’ 9 -‘G is not empty for all HE Z and G E Zj since 
q6-1H=a-‘pHa-1&cZ?i. 
Therefore there is an ultrafilter Z%Y on D with ~Yz~-‘(Z’) U q-‘(Sii). From 
Section 2.4 we have Z+ w with 6(w) = z and q(w) = ai, since 63 2X + z and 
9% ~27~ + ai, hence the ultrafilters 62 and qj%’ converge to z and ai respec- 
tively. This shows w E Ci, and the proof of S(Ci) =Ai is complete. 
Since S(Cj> =Ai and (lJiEU AJnv#@ forevery UE%andevery VEY”,the 
sets (Uie,l Ci> I? 6-‘V (U E Y, I/E 7) form a filter base which can be refined to 
an ultrafilter ZV” on D. Finally, since x l p-‘a(u) = 6(qP1a), there is a point 
y E q-la with 6(y) =x. In order to verify ?Y-+y, it suffices to show 6w-+x and 
qW+ q(y) = a (see Section 2.4). The first convergence relation holds since %‘+x 
and 7~ 6ZY. For the second convergence relation note that 4% + a for 4(i) = ui, 
i E I; one also knows that since q is a quotient map in PsTop by Section 4.1, each 
Ci is not empty, hence 
~(U)={u,liEU}=q( (Jci)tqW 
iEl/ 
for all U E Z and therefore 4% c q W. This completes the proof in Case 2. 0 
4.2. Completing the proof of Theorem 1.5 
From Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and from Proposition 1.4 one concludes immediately that 
every *-quotient map in Top is an effective descent map in Top. We must now show 
the converse proposition. This is done by following the ideas used in Section 3 in a 
more general fashion. 
To this end, let p : E --) B be an effective descent morphism of Top, and assume 
that condition (*) of Theorem 1.5 does not hold. Hence we have a%family of 
ultrafilters T on B with $ + bi and an ultrafilter Z on I with (bi) -----+ b in B 
such that there is no ultrafilter 7 on E with the properties described in ( * >. Our 
goal is to show that then there exists a pullback diagram (7) in PsTop with 
D = E X, A E Top but A P Top which, by Proposition 1.4, contradicts the assump- 
tion that p is an effective descent map in Top. 
The set A = (B x I> u {w} is regarded as a pseudotopological space, as follows: 
the only nontrivial ultrafilter convergence relations are 
(1) ZYi + ui = (b,, i), for all i E I, 
(2) (a,) --J% 00, 
with ZYj the ultrafilter containing the sets F x {i}, FE q. For the map (Y : A + B 
with (w(u, i) = u and ~~(03) = b one has agi = 5 for all i E I, hence (Y is easily seen 
to be continuous. According to Proposition 2.1, A is obviously not topological. But 
we note that A is in fact a pretopological space (see Section 2.2). 
For the pullback diagram (7) in PsTop, on the set level we may assume 
D = (E x Z) up-lb, with 6 and q the obvious maps. D is a pretopological space 
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since A is a pretopological space. In order to show that D is topological we show 
first that D is the union of two closed subspaces which are topological. 
To this end, observe that the subspaces B X Z and {aj I i E I) U (m) of A are 
topological. As for every pullback, their preimages under q, E x Z and 
are therefore topological subspaces of D. Moreover, as the preimage of a closed 
subspace, M is closed in D. As a subspace of E x I, also 
N:= u ((E\p-‘6,) uAi) x {i) 
iEI 
is topological (with Ai =pP1bi n adh(p-‘$1). We show that N is closed in D. 
Indeed, suppose X is an ultrafilter on D with N E $$? and 2 + z. Then we 
must have q&Y -+ q(z) in A. By construction of A, we may distinguish three cases: 
Case 1: qS? is the principal ultrafilter generated by {q(z)}. Then {q(z)} E 92, 
hence qP1q(z> E A?‘. If q(z) E (B x {i))\{aJ, then z E q-lq(z) LN by construc- 
tion. If q(z) = ai, then q-lq(z) = qP1ai E A?%“, hence N n qP1ai E A?‘, thus z E cl(N 
n qP1ai). But Nn qP1ai =:A, is a closed subspace of D: since (a,} is closed by 
construction, also qP ‘~2~ = p -lb. is closed, and since adh(p-‘52) is closed in E, its 
preimage under 6 is closed in b. Hence we obtain z EN. 
Case 2: q2?= 2Fi for some i E I, hence q(z) = ai. Since a~%??+ 6(z), one has 
z = (6(z), i), and it suffices to show 6(z) EA, to conclude z EN. But as in the 
proof of Lemma 4.2, one has 
6(qP’(q2?)) =6(q-‘2Yi) =p-‘((.yYYJ =p_‘& 
Hence the ultrafilter 6% contains p -‘&, therefore 6(z) is an adherence point of 
p-l&. 
Case 3: 427 = 4% for (I, : Z + A with 1,5(i) = ai, i E Z. Then for every U E ?Y’, 
UAix{i}=Nnq-l{aiIi~U}=Nnq~lrCr(U)~~. 
iElJ 
From q(z) = to one has z up -lb. But this means that for 2/:= iX%? and x := z 
the corresponding conditions of ( * ) would hold, in contradiction to our assumption 
at the beginning of Section 4.2. Thus Case 3 is impossible, and N is closed. 
Now an application of the following easy lemma to the situation above com- 
pletes the proof of Theorem 1.5. 
Lemma 4.3. Zf a pretopological space D contains closed subspaces A4 and N with 
D = M UN which are topological, then D is topological as well. 
Proof. The closure operator cl, of the subspace M of D is given by 
cl,(S) =cl(S) nM, 
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hence cl,(S) = cl(S) for all S LM and A4 closed. With the topologicity of A4 and 
N one then concludes: 
d(d K) =d(d(KnM)) ucl(cl(Knfv)) 
=cl,(cl,(KnM)) ucl,(cl,(Knfv)) 
=cl,(KnM) ucl,(KnN) 
=cl(KnM) ucl(KnN) =clK 
for all KLD. 0 
4.3. Proof of Corollary 1.2 
Finally we give a short proof of Corollary 1.2, using Theorem 1.5 and the 
following characterization of proper surjections p : E + B (cf. 131): for every 
ultrafilter ‘?Y on E with pF+ b, there is a point x Ep-‘b with ‘Y--+x. This 
condition clearly implies ( *) of Theorem 1.5: given the data of (* ), one considers 
an ultrafilter Y containing the (nonempty, see (ii) of Section 2.4) sets Ui E U Ai, 
i E I; then 
pV=c#B+b 
(with 4: Z -+ B, i ++ bi), hence YY+x for some x ~p-‘b by assumption. 
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